During a recent Ocean Bottom Nodes (OBN) campaign in offshore Angola, a repeatability test was carried with two repeated swaths of sources shot over a patch of twin receivers. This technique allowed decoupling independent node and source effects in order to appreciate their relative contribution to the overall pre-stack repeatability noise. Moreover, it also provided the bases for a quantitative, analytical 4D formalism accounting accurately for the observations made, and whose fundamentals will be introduced in this paper. From this framework, the importance of minimizing positioning differences to constrain "4D noise" is reviewed and quantified in an analytical form. With this objective in mind, an original technique to derive OBN coordinates in the sea-bottom with an accuracy one order of magnitude greater than the existing state-of-the-art is proposed. Although presented here in the particular context of OBN surveys, the underlying concepts of our work are general enough to be easily transposed to other 4D acquisitions and pave the way for predictive NRMS studies.
Introduction
By 1300 m of water depth in offshore Angola, Total E&P conducted in 2008-2009 a large 3D survey deploying 480 multi component nodes (OBN, a.k.a. OBS). In complement, 22 flip-flop sail lines were shot twice over a small pilot zone comprising 29 stations of two co-located nodes each in order to asses OBN 4D repeatability (Ceragioli et al., 2010) (Lecerf et al., 2010) . For each of the 29 pre-plot stations, co-located nodes were planted by the ROV within less than 10 m from each other, i.e. the average positioning repeatability expected from these devices in a 4D operational context. The two source carpets produced around 7000 shots each, with 95% of the repeated shots fired within 25 m of the first ones. At the end, four multi-component common receiver gathers were generated per station, one for each combination of source and receiver indexes. In the following paragraphs we describe the analyses done on their raw hydrophone components.
Clock drift and positioning issues
From a repeatability standpoint, two specific node issues had to be properly taken care of before any further investigations, namely time and positioning recalibration. Indeed, since nodes are autonomous devices they run their own independent clocks, and their positioning accuracy is constrained by the inherent limits of ROVs' acoustic instruments. Upon node retrieval, clocks needed therefore to be re-synchronized, a task that was by no means trivial. In the end, a combined data and model-driven approach for the observed drifts allowed for working adjustments up to ± 2 ms to be done for each node. Regarding the positioning issue, we naturally picked first breaks and converted them to pseudo-ranges in order to triangulate the node position. However it soon became evident that our results were heavily dependent upon bathymetry and water velocity, necessary inputs whose measures suffered from the same accuracy problems of the node positioning itself. For this reason an alternative solution was sought for -as well as a demand for more precise and better measurements for these quantities in the future. Eventually, we devised a satisfactory method described in Figure 1 . It is based on the following fact: provided that the water layer presents no lateral velocity variations, first breaks of common-receiver gathers should describe a hyperboloid of revolution in the (X,Y,t) space, whose axis intersects the sea bottom at the precise node location. In other words, first break time-slices are circles sharing the same common axis: for a given time-slice it is easy to determine the shot-points that belong to the associated circle and hence estimate the X and Y coordinates of its centre by resolving a simple circle fit problem. By scanning all time slices, it is possible to build a cloud of assumed centres, and therefore to settle down a final solution to the problem, e.g. by taking the cloud's barycentre. The primary interest of the method is that it does not require the knowledge of the bathymetry or the water velocity at all, effectively decoupling the lateral positioning problem of interest from the vertical dimension and the acoustic measurement issue. In addition, given that the sources used for the calculation are evenly distributed around the assumed centre, issues involving small scale errors in picks and/or positions (e.g. GPS accuracy) are naturally smoothed or minimized, providing in sum a robust technique to derive precise node locations. Independent checks confirm that our method succeeds in deriving true node positions with a precision of a few tenths of cm, improving ROV's information accuracy by a factor 10 at least.
Basic results on node repeatability
Once timing and node positioning issues were taken care of, we started to compare our different datasets using classical 4D tools and metrics (Kragh & Christie, 2002 ) (Calvert, 2004 . Our basic results are summarized as follows. Despite the lack of precise ROV specifications for node planting, ground coupling in the sea floor was surprisingly consistent: RMS ratios measured at comparable time windows were in the range [0.85; 1.2] for all datasets. Regarding NRMS, its observed levels on raw data were found to be strongly correlated with positioning differences, in accordance with the aforementioned sources and similar studies on node data (Hays et al., 2008 ) (Berg et al., 2008 . Raw values between 10% and 50% were observed from co-located nodes fed from a unique source carpet, whereas failing to repeat the sources boosted 4D noise up to 160% regardless of node combination. Finally, and although these raw figures are naturally reduced by processing, it was noted that the essence of our observations holds all along the processing workflow and up to the migration step (Ceragioli et al., 2010) . In sum, and consistently with the results of previous works, OBN repeatability indicators are green. The contribution of the node component is marginal, and it is clear that our efforts should be aimed towards better source control.
A new approach to the 4D problem: predicting 4D noise
In the process of conducting our analyses, we noted that the NRMS equation could be rewritten in a different, much more convenient way. This would allow us eventually to re-think the 4D problem, and derive a consistent framework accounting quantitatively for the observed 4D noise. For two traces a and b (e.g. base and monitor, resp.), recall that the NRMS is defined as:
By writing the sums in the RMS operator explicitly, this expression becomes:
Where m ∈ [0, +∞[ is the RMS ratio and ρ ∈ [-1,1] is the correlation coefficient of the two traces. The reason we have a useful equation here is the remarkable meaning and complementarity of these new variables. The RMS ratio is insensitive to timeshift, but it captures all amplitude effects. The correlation coefficient is also the zero-lag value of the normalized cross-correlation x ab of the two traces: it is therefore completely insensitive to scaling issues but it captures the slightest timeshift or spectral differential. In sum, the new equation decouples repeatability causes.
From an analytical standpoint, NRMS is a function of two independent variables whose behavior can be analyzed from its iso-lines in the (m,ρ) domain. (1) Note first that the only way to achieve zero NRMS is to have (m,ρ) = (1,1) and that the slightest departure from this point boosts NRMS. Note also that different directions incur different effects. Away from the zone where the RMS ratio is very low (left part of the diagram), the NRMS gradient is almost vertical, a direct consequence of the limited variability away from ½ of the rational fraction in m below the square root in the neighborhood of m = 1. In other words, amplitude issues are second order from a NRMS standpoint: 4D noise is almost entirely driven by the correlation coefficient of the traces to compare. This remark has two important consequences. First, minimizing timeshift and spectral differences between repeated surveys (in both acquisition and processing) is much more important than repeating or matching amplitudes: the immediate impact on NRMS from bad re-synchronization of the node clock is far greater than from weak ground coupling, as it was clearly observed in our survey. The second consequence is: provided that we avoid the left zone of the diagram we do not really need the actual monitor trace to compute the NRMS, but only its correlation coefficient with the base trace. If somehow we managed to estimate it properly before shooting the actual monitor survey, we could have a pretty good shot at predicting the resulting NRMS, regardless of the exact value of m.
Fortunately, for moderate timeshift values both practical and theoretical considerations dictate the following relation between the normalized auto/cross-correlation function x and the timeshift operatorδ τ , illustrated also in Figure 3: ( ) ( ) ( )( ) The meaning of ε ∈[0, 1[ will be discussed shortly. Note for now that when it is low or negligible (the vast majority of cases), the correlation coefficient depends only on timeshift, given a base dataset. Since timeshift controls the correlation coefficient, it is therefore the main driver behind NRMS. In the absence of a real 4D signal and synchronization issues, this timeshift can be simply tracked down to the geometric difference in travel times induced by non-repeated positions. Tomography or modeling can be used to compute this quantity from a given geometry, but the following idea provides the key to understanding the problem analytically: any 4D geometry can be analyzed in terms of source and receiver dipoles, whose relative spatial position ultimately dictates the difference in travel times. Under minor assumptions pretty well verified in practice and referring to the notations of Figure 4 , it can be shown that timeshift is directly proportional to the Dipolar Geometric Mismatch (DGM), quantity defined by:
Geometric non-repeatability is ruled by this composite dot product (unit: meters), as our observations confirm (see Figures 5, 6 and 7). The larger its absolute value, the stronger the generated 4D noise: repeatability differences of our datasets are a consequence of their different DGM ranges, and nothing else. Azimuthal differences, DSR or other simplistic geometric attributes alone do not capture the physical mechanisms at stake behind NRMS. Now, since we want ρ close to 1 in order to achieve low NRMS values, we want the autocorrelation peak of the right side of eq. (2) to be as centered as possible, and hence we want the timeshift (i.e., DGM) to be zero: there goes the major reason to repeat geometry scrupulously. As for the term ε, its impact on ρ is better observed near zero timeshift, and it dictates the minimum achievable pre-stack NRMS level. The stronger it is, the more the autocorrelation peak of the right side in eq. (2) departs from unity regardless of timeshift. It derives naturally from the convolutional model of the traces and it depends on DGM, on the gradient of the earth's reflectivity with regards of survey geometry (e.g. lateral variability, anisotropy etc) and time (e.g. 4D signal), and finally on all cumulative, nonpredictable signal differences occurring between traces such as e.g. scattering, industrial noise etc. For practical purposes and in the absence of 4D signal, looking at nearby base traces in the zone of interest can provide a good idea of the spatial gradient of the earth's impulse response, giving an estimation of ε.
Summarizing, it is possible to predict pre-stack 4D noise with good accuracy. Knowledge of the base dataset provides the general shape of the normalized autocorrelation x and a working estimate of the non-predictable term ε. Geometry provides timeshift via DGM, and eq. (2) provides the correlation coefficient ρ, as illustrated in Figure 5 illustrates the match between the observations and our theory over a selected sail line, in a realistic 4D configuration using two nodes and two sources. . Zero timeshift and therefore minimum NRMS should hence occur in a direction orthogonal to the receiver dipole. Not only does our predicted map match the observations well; it also provides an original QC of our repositioning method: these nodes (the receiver dipole) lie in a NW-SE axis, and not NE-SW as the ROV suggested. 
Application examples

Conclusions
Based on the results of our recent OBN repeatability test, we have introduced in this paper a new analytical 4D formalism that explained our pre-stack observations accurately. Our methodology relies on an original decomposition of the 4D problem that succeeds at predicting 4D noise with the sole use of geometry and the base dataset. Timeshift induced by non-repeated geometry is identified as the main driver behind NRMS, and the Dipolar Geometric Mismatch (DGM) attribute is introduced to quantify this important issue.
Although developed in the context of OBN surveys, the concepts presented in this paper are general enough to be extended to the follow-up of any 4D processing and to other time-lapse acquisition types. In this sense, they pave the way for predictive repeatability studies. 
